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Toledo, OH: On Thursday, August 30, Toledoans for Safe Water filed suit in the Ohio               
Supreme Court against the Lucas County Board of Elections for denying their initiative, the              
Lake Erie Bill of Rights, ballot access. The bipartisan board voted 4-0 to deny all Toledoans                
the right to vote on a proposed local law that would have empowered citizens to protect                
Lake Erie.  
 
Petitioners gathered some 10,000 signatures, of which 6,438 were validated, 1,200 more            
than needed to satisfy the requirements to put the charter amendment before the voters in               
November. “The Board of Elections exceeded their authority in stripping away the rights of              
Toledo voters,” said John Michael Durback from Toledoans for Safe Water. He continued,             
“clearly we can no longer expect progress to come from the top down. The reactionary and                
illegal actions taken by the Board of Elections prove that the corporate powers, to which               
our government is beholden, are frightened and encourages me that we are on the right               
path to empowering Toledoans with direct democracy and protecting the Lake Erie            
Ecosystem.”  
 
The complaint for a writ of mandamus was submitted by the group’s attorney, Terry Lodge,               
who observed, “The law is clear that boards of elections cannot deny an initiative from the                
ballot based on their opinion of its contents. Jon Husted’s ill-informed appointees are             
censoring public dialogue and stripping the people of their constitutional right to            
initiative.” 
 

“It is eye opening to realize that it is ‘legal’ for polluters to continue to harm the Lake, but it is                     

‘illegal’ for the people to propose a law to protect the Lake. We’re not just facing a perpetual                  
threat to our water; the board’s illegal veto is a threat to our democratic rights,” said                
Markie Miller of TSW. The Lake Erie Bill of Rights campaign will continue as planned in                
anticipation of rightful ballot access.  
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